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TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (62109060) . 
ATTENTION: LATENT FINGERPRINT SECTION Preresr) 

DOCUMENT SECTION 

FROM: SAC, NEW ORLEANS (89-69) (P) 

ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT JOHN F, KENNEDY eet 
{ 

DALLAS, TEXAS 
NOVEMBER 22, 1963 
AFO 

  

@ ENCLOSURE # 1: Rough draft layout for handbili 
13 commencing with words "Hands Off Cuba!" and ending with 

the words “Everyone Welcome!" . 

ENCLOSURE #2: Job ticket # D 7548 dated 5/29/63 

Qaif tor the Jones Printing Co. 

_ ENCLOSURE #3: Three copies of handbill commencing 
Q215 with the words "Hands Off Cuba!" and ending with the words 

. "Everyone Welcome!" which were retained by the Jones 
Printing Company for their files. 
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MYRA SILVER, Secretary, Jones Printing Co., 422 
Girod St., New Orleans, La., advised SA JOHN M. McCARTHY 

' on 12/3/63 that her records show a man named OSBORNE 
appeared at the Jones Printing Co. on 5/29/63 and ordered 

1,000 copies of a handbill and supplied the rough draft 

aes layout, described above and enclosed with this communi- 

; so “cation. She stated her records show that OSBORNE reappeared 

. P). “at the Jones Printing Co. and gave a $4.00 down payment 

wi ia . for this particular job. She advised that on 6/4/63 
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NO 89-69/sab 

OSBORNE again came to the Jones Printing Co. and he picked :...-. - 
up the finali-copy-efrthe handbills he had requested and Lltbee. cn 
paid $.89 in cash, which was the balance due at that time. Pe 
MYRA SILVER supplied the documents enclosed, me 

xs 

. Que ENCLOSURE #4: a 23" by 34" handprinted copy , 
ale of what appears to be a membership card which LEE H. . 

OSWALD took to the Mailers Service Co., 225 Magazine 
St., New Orleans, at an unknown date. OSWALD ordered 
300 copies of the above. 

ENCLOSURE #5; A printed copy of the above . : 
handprinted membership card obtained from JOHN I, ANDERSON, 
Mailers Service Co., by SA W. J. DANIELSON, JR. 

ENCLOSURE #6; 4" by 9" offset printed paper 
which LEE H. OSWALD had ordered 500 copies printed from 
the Mailers Service Co,, 225 Magazine St., 6/3/63 ’ 
soliciting membership and/or contributions to the Fair 
Play for Cuba Committee. : 

  

ENCLOSURE #7: Application for Fair Play for 
Qari? Cuba Committee obtained from LEE HARVEY OSWALD by SA JOEBN 

LESTER QUIGLEY. . 

  

Latent Fingerprint Section is requested to conduct 
FPS / latent fingerprint examination of Enclosure 1 and compare L with known fingerprints of LEE HARVEY OSWALD, 

wo . Will conduct latent fingerprint examination of 
nol Fes | Enclosure 4, comparing known fingerprints of LEE HARVEY 

Ob OSWALD with any fingerprints found on this item. 

. Document Section is requested to compare hand- | 
printing on Enclosures 1 and 4 with known handprinting 
samples previously submitted of LEE HARVEY OSWALD. 

Laboratory is requested to compare Enclosure 2 
th Enclosure 3 to determine if specifications met, as 

set out on Enclosure 2, 

} '_ Also, compare Enclosure 3 with original handbills i} 

  

previously submitted to the Bureau and determine if 
Enclosure 3 is identical to -them, , 
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NO 89-69/sab ae SE : 

. ‘Laboratory is requeste.: to compare the stamp 
“A. J. HIDELL, P. O. Box 30U16, Now Orleans" appearing 
on Enclosure 7 with the impressions from the stamp kit os 
submitted by the Dallas Office as well as with the a 
stamp of a similar nature on documents previously submitted 
by the New Orleans Office. , 

Laboratory is also requested to compare the 
type on Enclosure 7 with the type on Enclosure 6 to deter= 
mine if they were prepared on the same typewriter and 
can be identified as coming from the same offset printing 
dot. . 

as to whether membership cards in the Fair Play for Cuba 
Committee were found in the possession of OSWALD when 
arrested in Dallas or following the search of his home. .- 
In the event such cards were found and have been submitted 
by the Dallas Office, they should be compared with the , 

New Orleans is not in possession of information 

be: appearéng on Enclosure 5.


